
 Activity 
 Theme: Migration 
 Topic: Animals 
 Suggested Grade Levels: K-3 
 Indoors or Outdoors: Outdoors 

Title: Migration Racin’ 
 

Objective: Learn which animals migrate; imitate movements of migrating animals 

Time: 15 minutes 

Materials Needed: Rope or cones, Animal pictures for each student (found at 

jeffersfoundation.org)  

 

Directions: 

1. Make copies of migrating animal pictures. Cut into individual cards and give one to each student. 

2. Ask students to think of how they could imitate this animal’s movement from their Summer Home to their Winter Home. 

3. In a large outdoors space establish an area for the Summer Home which will be the starting line. Line up the class on this line. 

4. Establish an area for the Winter Home about 25 meters from the starting line. This is the finish line. 

5. Call out one migrating animal. These animals should migrate from their Summer Home to their Winter Home using the 

movement they have created. 

6. Continue calling out animals until all students have had a turn. 

 

Variation: Students may return to their summer home using the same movement or by borrowing an idea from a classmate that 

seemed to work better.  
 

Discussion Questions: 
1. How do animals know the route from their summer home to their winter home? 

2. How is their summer home the same or different from their winter home? 

3. What might affect how far an animal migrates? 
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Science and Engineering Practices:  

1. Asking questions (science), 2. Developing and using models. 
Crosscutting Concepts: 
1. Patterns; 2. Cause and effect: mechanism and explanation. 

Disciplinary Core Ideas: 
Life Sciences: LS 2: Ecosystems: Interactions, energy and dynamics. 

 

Background Information: 
• Many animals live in habitats where it is hard to survive year-round. Some hibernate, others move short or great distances for part 

of the year and then return. This seasonal migration offers greater availability of food, water, shelter, safety and/or mating.    

• Migration is dangerous and costly. Animals can face human and natural hazards during migration: climatic changes, drought, 

food scarcity, predators, habitat loss due to development and individual physical demands on the animal. 

• How animals know the direction to migrate is not completely understood. Salmon use sense of smell. Some mammals follow 

trails. Some birds have an internal compass or memory. Bats and whales use echolocation. 

 

Additional Resources: 
• Amazing Animal Journeys by Liam O’Donnell 

• The Journey: Stories of Migration by Cynthia Rylant 

• Going home: The mystery of animal migration by Marianne Berkes 

• Journey North is a citizen science program for people of all ages. www.journeynorth.org 

 

Correlates with: 
Greeting - Honk, Tweet, Splash: What’s Migrating? (p. 22) 

Interdisciplinary Lesson - What’s Your Story? (p. 120) 

http://www.journeynorth.org/







